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The software-implemented degradation detection/prediction of the current transfer ratio (CTR) of a photo-coupler
installed in a digitally-controlled switching mode power supply was studied. The photo-coupler is one of the key de-
vices in an isolated power supply circuit, which transmits a voltage/current signal to a controller though the isolation
gap. If the CTR of the photo-coupler degrades to halfway between the normal value and the threshold of the hardware
protection circuit, overvoltage/current may be supplied continuously to the load circuit and possibly cause a severe
failure. By comparing the theoretical pulse width modulation (PWM) duty, which is calculated from the input/output
voltage and the pre-measured power supply circuit efficiency, and the applied PWM duty, which is calculated via feed-
back control, CTR degradation is detectable online. In this paper, we describe the concept of this method and verify it
using both simulation and prototyping circuits.
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1. Introduction

The software-implemented degradation detection tech-
nique for photo-couplers (PCs) used in an isolated switching
mode power supply (SMPS) was studied. The photo-coupler
is one of the key devices in an isolated power supply circuit; it
is installed in a feedback loop or failure detection circuit and
transmits voltage/current signals for control though an isola-
tion gap (Fig. 1). The photo-coupler is also known as one of
the life-limited devices in power supply circuits as well as
electrolytic capacitors, cooling fans, and so on. Although the
average life expectancy of the photo-coupler is much longer
than that of the other devices (1), the degradation of the photo-
coupler generates a more severe risk, including smoking, ig-
nition or breakage of the power supply or a connected load.
Photo-coupler degradation occurs as its gain or current trans-
fer ratio (CTR) decreases and it causes over-voltage and/or
over-current of the power supply output.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of isolated DC-DC con-
verter. Optional cooling fan is plotted with gray line

There are many solutions to compensate for this photo-
coupler gain degradation: installing multi photo-couplers
for feedback loop and over-voltage protection respectively (2),
self-compensation using a photo-coupler IC containing one
LED and two closely-matched photodetector pairs (3), digital
transmission using a set of DA/AD convertors and a photo-
coupler (4), and so on. However, these solutions require ad-
ditional parts or high-functional ICs and do not fall within
the cost and space budget for commercial SMPS. In small
size converters particularly, such as 1/16 brick DC-DC (5), the
space budget for the isolation gap around the photo-coupler
is very severe; in the case of the creeping distance for 8 mm
isolation (6), around 5% of the space budget is required for just
one photo-coupler.
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Fig. 2. Schematic mechanism of over-voltage caused by PC CTR degradation. The gradual degradation (noted
as II) is more difficult to detect than abrupt degradation (noted as I) and can sometimes cause more severe damage
for the connected load

Some controller ICs have a safety circuit which can de-
tect only open or short failures of the photo-coupler signal
by detecting an abnormal state (7). They are cost-effective but
cannot detect a gradual degradation of photo-coupler CTR. If
the CTR of the photo-coupler degraded to halfway between
the normal value and the threshold for failure detection, over-
voltage/current may be supplied continuously to the load cir-
cuit and possibly cause a severe failure.

We are now proposing a model-based developing (MBD)
system (8)–(10) for digitally-controlled SMPS (11) (12) and have
demonstrated the failure prediction of the output capaci-
tors of the digitally-controlled SMPS based on the MBD
scheme (13)–(15). MBD is a development scheme based on the
step-by-step repetition between simulation and verification.
This scheme makes it very easy to add a new software-
implemented function to the digitally-controlled SMPS. In
a digitally-controlled SMPS, the micro-processing unit or
MPU controls switching timing with reference to the IV char-
acteristics of power supply circuits instead of analog con-
troller ICs.

If the photo-coupler gain degradation detection is avail-
able only from the MPU monitoring data, we can ensure a
software-implemented, cost- and space-effective failure pre-
diction method. A protection circuit should probably be in-
cluded as hardware; however, adding software-implemented
protection with a hardware protection circuit means increas-
ing the diversity inherent in its functional safety. Moreover,
failure prediction enables a reduction in maintenance costs
by enhancing the effectiveness of scheduled preventive main-
tenance.

In this paper, we propose a new CTR degradation
detection/prediction technique for photo-couplers installed
in feedback loops and/or current monitoring circuits of
digitally-controlled SMPS. First, we briefly describe the con-
cept of this method, followed by prototyping of the control
algorithm with model in the loop simulation (MILS), and ex-
perimental verification with our original rapid control proto-
typing (RCP) system. After presenting the results and discus-
sion, we offer a summary.

2. Concept

2.1 Degradation of Photo-coupler CTR Figure 2
shows the mechanism of over voltage caused by photo-
coupler CTR degradation: a) degradation mode of CTR, b)
output voltage of photo-coupler signal, c) output voltage of
SMPS. In these figures, notation I shows an abruptfailure

Fig. 3. Schematic relationship between a step-down ra-
tio and an effective resistance

such as a line break or shortage, and notation II shows a grad-
ual degradation such as an ageing effect. In Fig. 2b), dashed
and solid lines show open and closed loop characteristics re-
spectively. If the output signal of the photo-coupler shows
an abrupt drop (Fig. 2b), line I) caused by an abrupt failure,
the output signal of the photo-coupler is not recovered with
feedback control and rapidly exceeds the failure detection
threshold Vth. The controller can easily detect this abnor-
mal state and stop switching for load protection. However,
if the CTR of the photo-coupler degrades gradually (Fig. 2a),
line II), the feedback loop tries to keep the output voltage
of the photo-coupler constant (Fig. 2b), line II) by making
the real output voltage higher (Fig. 2c), line II). Finally, the
output voltage Vout goes up over the voltage limit. In this
case, the over-voltage and/or current are continuously applied
without fuses blowing and this may cause severe damage in-
cluding smoking, ignition or breakage of the power supply or
the connected load. Under-voltage may occur via the same
mechanism; however, CTR increase is difficult to engender.
So, in this paper, we will discuss CTR degradation as CTR
decrease.
2.2 The New Degradation Detection/Prediction Con-

cept based on Applied Duty Monitoring Figure 3 gives
a brief outline of the new photo-coupler degradation detec-
tion/prediction method. Figure 3a) is an equivalent forward
converter circuit to that shown in Fig. 1, in which some com-
ponents such as the transformer Tr, inductor L, and capacitor
C are summarized as a filter box. The feedback loop con-
trols Vout to be constant. If all components of this converter
are ideal, that means no loss, and a theoretical duty ratio in
steady state Dtideal is shown as

Dtideal =
Vout

α · Vin
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1)

where α is a winding ratio of the transformer (Fig. 3a)).
If the components are not ideal (Fig. 3b)), a theoretical duty

ratio with loss Dtloss is shown as
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Dtloss =
Vconv

α · Vin
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (2)

where

Vconv = Vout + Rloss(Iout) · Iout

= (Rload(Iout) + Rloss(Iout)) · Iout · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3)

and

Rloss(Iout) =
(Vin · Iin − Vout · Iout)

I2
out

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (4)

Rloss(Iout) is an equivalent resistance (16) which is a virtual
resistance assuming the total loss of the converter as resistive
and related to output current Iout. Rloss(Iout) is dependent on
many parameters such as Vin, Vout, Iout, power consumptions
of the controller, FET drivers, and so on. However, it can be
measured and tabled as a function of Iout in firmware for the
digitally-controlled SMPS, in advance with practical use of
the converter.

Using this equivalent resistance, converter efficiency ε(Iout)
is shown as

ε (Iout) =
Vout · Iout

Vout · Iout + Rloss (Iout) · I2
out

=
Rload(Iout) · I2

out

Rload (Iout) · I2
out + Rloss(Iout) · I2

out

=
Rload(Iout)

Rload (Iout) + Rloss (Iout)
. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (5)

Formula (5) shows, converter efficiency ε(Iout) can be de-
termined from pre-implemented Rloss(Iout) look-up table and
Rload(Iout). When SMPS is normal, Vout is constant and equal
to designed value, so Rload(Iout). can be determined by MPU
fetched Iout and target output voltage.

From formula (2) and (5), Dtloss is shown as

Dtloss =
1
ε(Iout)

· Vout

α · Vin
=

1
ε(Iout)

· Dtideal. · · · · · · · · (6)

This formula means Dtloss is estimated from Dtideal and ef-
ficiency ε at a certain output current Iout in steady state. In the
initial state of the SMPS, Dtloss should be equal to the actual
duty ratio Dapplied.

If the CTR of the photo-coupler is degraded, there is a dif-
ference between the duty ratio after the degraded Ddegraded

and the theoretical duty ratio Dtloss. Comparing the actual
applied duty Dapplied, which is calibrated to equal Dtloss in
advance with practical use of the converter, and Ddegraded, we
tried to detect CTR degradation.

First, CTR degradation detection/prediction for the photo-
coupler installed in the voltage regulation feedback loop is
considered. If the relative CTR of the photo-coupler degrades
from 1 to β (0 < β <1), the actual Vout increases from Vout to
Vout /β. So, applied duty after the degraded DPC V is formu-
lated as

DPC V =
1
ε(Iout)

· Vout

αβ · Vin
=

1
β
· Dtloss. · · · · · · · · · · (7)

This formula means duty after the degraded DPC V is 1/β
times greater than the initial duty Dtloss and is independent of
Iout.

On the other hand, if the relative CTR degradation changes
from 1 to γ (0 < γ < 1) in the photo-coupler installed in the
current detection circuit, the actual output current increases
from Iou t to 1/γ · Iout. So, applied duty after the degraded
DPC I is formulated as

DPC I =
1

ε(1/γ · Iout)
· Vout

α · Vin

=
(Rload(1/γ · Iout) + Rloss(1/γ · Iout))

Rload(1/γ · Iout)
· Vout

α · Vin

=
(Rload(1/γ · Iout) + Rloss(1/γ · Iout))

Rload(1/γ · Iout)
· Dtloss.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (8)

If the total loss of SMPS Eloss is approximated as

Eloss(Iout) ≈ A + B · Iout + C · I2
out · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (9)

where A, B and C represent a constant factor represented by
the power consumption of the controller chip, a proportional
factor represented by switching loss and a square propor-
tional factor represented by resistive loss, respectively.

From formula (9), the apparent loss Eloss(γ, Iout) and ap-
parent equivalent resistance Rloss(γ, Iout) are formulated as

Eloss(γ, Iout) ≈ A + B · 1/γ · Iout + C · 1/γ2 · I2
out

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (10)

and

Rloss(γ, Iout) ≈ A + B · 1/γ · Iout + C · 1/γ2 · I2
out

1/γ2 · I2
out

.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (11)

From formulas (8) and (11), DPC I is formulated as

DPC I ≈
(
1+

A+B · 1/γ · Iout+C · 1/γ2 · I2
out

1/γ · Iout · Vout

)
· Dtloss.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (12)

If Iout is great enough, the square proportional factor be-
comes dominant and formula (12) is formulated as

DPC I ≈
(
1 +C · Iout

γ · Vout

)
· Dtloss. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (13)

Formula (13) means that DPC I has a linear dependence on
Iout with a proportional constant of 1/γ at the higher power
region.

As formulated in formulas (7) and (13), the theoretical du-
ties for the degraded converter, DPC V and DPC I , have differ-
ent Iout dependence, so we looked at CTR degradation detec-
tion for photo-couplers installed in the voltage feedback loop
and current detection circuit distinctly by comparing Dtloss

with Dapplied or DPC V and DPC I .
After this section, ratio between Dapplied and Dtloss notes as

Ratio duty.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1 MILS: Model in the Loop Simulation In this
section, sensitivity analysis using model in the loop simu-
lation (MILS) using MALTAB/Simulink with PLECS is de-
scribed. A 500 W full bridge converter, which is a standard
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Table 1. Specifications of evaluated converter for
MILS∗ and RCP∗∗

Fig. 4. Block diagrams of a) conventional and b) pro-
posed feedback loops. Comparing applied duty Dapplied

and theoretical Duty Dtloss detects both voltage and cur-
rent CTR degradation

test bed for our failure prediction study (13)–(15), is used for eval-
uation. The converter specification is summarized in Table 1,
and is assumed as a second stage power supply unit or PSU
for servers†.

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the a) conventional and
b) proposed feedback loops, comparing the Iout dependence
of applied duty Dapplied and the theoretical duty Dtloss detect-
ing CTR degradation and alerting for failure. The Rloss table
is defined as a function of Iout using a conventional feedback

† 80 PLUS (17) silver certified PSU is assumed, second stage DC/DC is
installed after first stage power factor correction (PFC) circuit. 80 plus sil-
ver certification requires efficiency of 89% @ 230 Vac input, half load, thus
around 94%+ efficiencies are required of both the PFC and DC/DC circuit.

Fig. 5. Efficiency curve of evaluated convertor

Fig. 6. Iout dependence of equivalent resistance Rloss for
evaluated converter

loop in advance of the application of the proposed one.
Figures 5 and 6 show the efficiency curve and relation

curve between the efficiency ε and the equivalent resistance
Rloss for the modeled converter.

Using this Rtloss, the Iout dependence of Ratio Duty for
Voltage detection photo-coupler (Fig. 7) and for Current de-
tection photo-coupler (Fig. 8) at steady state are evaluated.
VGain and IGain are each decreased by 1% and 10% steps, re-
spectively. At an Iout range of over 10 A, the deviation of Ra-
tio Duty for Voltage detection photo-coupler is suppressed at
± 0.5%. An abrupt increase of Rloss in the lower current range
causes greater deviation in the lower current range. However,
as expected from formulas (7) and (13), constant and linear
dependences of Ratio Duty for Voltage and Current detection
photo-coupler on Iout are observed. In the Voltage detection
photo-coupler case, the gain decrease ratio is equal to the in-
creasing ratio of DPC V and a 1% decrease of CTR is suffi-
ciently detectable. For example, in a power supply unit for
servers, the output voltage regulation specification is 12 ±
5% and 1% resolution power is high enough for over-voltage
detection. On the other hand, the resolution power in the
Current detection photo-coupler case is one order lower than
the Voltage detection photo-coupler case. A 20% decrease in
CTR can cause only a 2 or 3% change in Ratio Duty. This
means that this method is difficult to use for calibration of
current detection circuits. However, we believe this method
is useful in terms of functional safety. Activating emergency
fire-fighting equipment may cause severe damage to a data-
center even if the fire does not directly damage the ICT facil-
ities (18). Alarming several tens of percent of over-current can
reduce the smoke and fire risk to a power supply.
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Fig. 7. MILS evaluated Iout dependence of Ratio Duty
for voltage detection circuit

Fig. 8. MILS evaluated Iout dependence of Ratio Duty
for current detection circuit

Fig. 9. Iout dependence of Vout and Ratio Duty when
both voltage and current detection photo-coupler de-
graded at the same time

Usually, CTR degradation occurs very slowly with the or-
der of months or years, checking Iout dependence of Ra-
tio duty once a day is enough frequent. So this method is
not significant influence on the load of controller MPU.

There is a possibility of both photo-couplers may degraded
simultaneously in the same SMPS. Figure 9 shows Iout de-
pendence of Vout and Ratio duty. As mentioned above, sen-
sitivity of Ratio Duty for current detection photo-coupler is
one order lower than for voltage detection, the effect of cur-
rent detection photo-coupler degradation is not observed.

To eliminate higher frequency component caused by abrupt
load change, sampling frequency for calculating Ratio duty
is selectable enough lower than the response frequency of
the converter. If the sampling frequency is set as same as
sampling frequency of converter control, higher frequency
component is reduced by low pass filter (LPF) with lower

frequency than response frequency.
How to determine threshold voltage for alarm is significant

issue. Two Racio Duty components, for Voltage and Current
detection circuit degradation, have different Iout dependence.
At least two data sets of Iout and Racio Duty, this difference is
distinguishable. Usually degradation occurs very slowly and
these data sets may evaluate one time for a day is enough. 3
and 5% degradation for voltage detection circuit is suitable
for first and final alarm for voltage detection. On the other
hand, alarm threshold for current detection circuit should be
determined in reference with cooling margin of the installed
system. Usually about 20% of cooling margin is applied for
SMPS installed system, Racio Duty threshold for current de-
tection circuit should be the value corresponding to 15% and
20 % loss increase for full load of system.

When connected load shows suitable load change in nor-
mal operation. Changing rotation speed of cooling fan for
power supply can be available.

Efficiency drop caused by ambient temperature may cause
difference with Ratio Duty. However, ambient temperature
dependence of converter efficiency is relatively small. For
example, on resistance of On Semiconductor FDP032N08 (19),
rectifier FET installed in test bed, changes from 3.8 mΩ to
4.8 mΩ for junction temperature from 50 to 150◦C. This is
corresponding to 1.6 W loss increase and 0.4% point effi-
ciency drop at Iout 40 A. This value is too small for 1% point
change of Ratio Duty. Of course, significant efficiency drop
caused by SMPS degradation, may be detectable with this
method. We think this is future work.
3.2 RCP: Rapid Control Prototyping In this sec-

tion, we verified the sensitivity of this method by rapid con-
trol prototyping (RCP). RCP is described in detail in other
papers (11) (13)–(15). RCP has two great advantages for conven-
tional development processes. The first advantage is sepa-
rating debugging processes in hardware and firmware. Us-
ing a sufficiently high-performance control emulator, we can
debug the control algorithm without worrying about side ef-
fects such as delays in switching timing, code size overflow,
incorporation of hand-coding bugs, and so on. These can eas-
ily occur in the hand-coding process for the new algorithm.
By selecting the controller after algorithm and hardware de-
bugging, we can select the most cost-effective controller with
sufficient performance levels. The second advantage is direct
monitoring of IO fetched data. The RCP system can evaluate
the same IO data sent to the controller, so there is no distor-
tion such as probing problems. Probing analog IO ports can
easily cause control instability by noise propagation through
probing cables. We can evaluate sensitivity for circuit com-
ponent degradation and noise immunity of the control circuit
directly from the controller fetched data.

Figure 10 shows the difference between measured out-
put current Iout and the controller fetched output current
Iout f etched. Due to a characteristic of a current transformer
installed in the converter circuit, linearity in the lower cur-
rent region—below 10 A—is degraded. As shown in Fig. 6,
the Rloss changes rapidly in the below 10 A range, Dtloss under
the 10 A range is not trusted. The CTR degradation is emu-
lated as gain suppression prior to AD conversion. Iout depen-
dence of both Ratio dutys for voltage detection (Fig. 11) and
for current detection are evaluated by RCP. Unlike a MILS
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Fig. 10. Difference between measured output current
Iout and controller fetched output current Iout f etched

Fig. 11. Ratio Duty for voltage detection photo-coupler
degradation measured with RCP

Fig. 12. Ratio Duty for current detection photo-coupler
degradation measured with RCP

evaluation, the IGain decrease is limited to 0.7 and load power
is limited to 650 W to avoid damage to the converter. This
means 130% over-power, 650 W for 500 W rated SMPS. The
cooling fan for SMPS was also enhanced. The accuracy of
both Ratio duty for voltage detection degradation (Fig. 11)
and Ratio duty for current detection degradation (Fig. 12) are
also degraded in the lower current range. Around 1 and 10%
CTR resolution power are verified for Vout and Iout, respec-
tively.

Although Ratio duty for voltage detection degradation var-
ied in ±0.5% range, they have peaks and valleys at Iout of
15 A and 35 A. We think they are related to the resolution
power of Iout in Rloss table. In MILS simulation, Rloss table is
automatically generated in simulation and have much enough
resolution for Iout. However, in the case of RCP, efficiency
curve is measured manually and interpolated to make Rloss ta-
ble. Higher resolution and accuracy may improve accuracy of
Ratio Duty, ± 0.5% accuracy is enough for degradation de-
tection/failure detection of photo-coupler. The issue of Rloss

table accuracy may significant for compensating production

Fig. 13. Current waveform for triangle wave measurement

Fig. 14. DPC V /Dtloss for the triangle current waveform
with IIT low pass filters

Fig. 15. DPC I /Dtloss for the triangle current waveform
with IIT low pass filters

variation of photo-coupler. Rloss table calibration may be re-
quired for each SMPS, however, it also must be determined
trade-off between calibration cost and accuracy.

To eliminate the influence of the low accuracy range, en-
hancing a low pass filter is effective. Ratio duty for volt-
age detection degradation (Fig. 13) and Ratio duty for cur-
rent detection degradation (Fig. 14) are evaluated with a tri-
angle wave load. IIT filters with a 3 Hz cut-off frequency are
installed both before the Dtloss calculation and the Dapplied

comparison. Figure 12 shows the current waveform of the
triangle wave load, 100 Hz with an average current of 30 A.
Even though the value is inaccurate near the 10 A region, the
resolution powers of both voltage and current are higher than
1%.

These methods required at least two IIR filters for Dtloss

and Dapplied, one division for calculating Dtloss, and some
comparators for alert thresholds; these are very simple algo-
rithms and easy to implement on low power microprocessors
for converter control.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed a new online photo-coupler CTR degra-
dation method for digitally-controlled converters. Compar-
ing theoretical and applied duties calculated solely from nor-
mally controller fetched current and voltage values, CTR
degradation can be evaluated with a resolution power of
1% and 10% for photo-coupler voltage and current detec-
tion circuits. The applied duties have different output current
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dependencies for the voltage and current CTR degradation.
Using this difference, both degradations are detected sepa-
rately. We are now trying to make a prototype for the con-
cept of digitally-controlled SMPS with this failure prediction
function, and verifying its effectiveness.
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